PH A R M AC Y

Smart
Resourceful
Reliable

Real World
Solutions

Hamilton Casework Solutions has been solving workflow issues through improved design and creative
cabinetry for over five decades. When it came time to develop a line for pharmacy environments, HAMILTON
applied these same principles. We consulted with pharmacy directors and design experts to create a system
of casegoods that improves their everyday storage issues. Our pharmacy collection has continued to evolve
over the years in response to advancing technologies and customer feedback.

Specialty
Products

HAMILTON modular casework is a natural fit for the pharmacy environment. Our unique manufacturing
processes reduce the disruption of installation. Our flexible components may be moved and repurposed in
response to new equipment purchases.
We took this natural affinity one step further with pieces that support the workflow optimization, infection
control and employee satisfaction goals inherent in every pharmacy. Our compound areas feature sinks with
drying racks and pipes covered with removable panels to meet ADA regulations. Handy removable drawers
have vinyl-wrapped construction that ease cleaning and remove openings where bacteria can grow. All
exposed edges are sealed to eliminate wicking.

Tailored
to Fit

Every pharmacy is unique. We hear that statement over and over from our clients. HAMILTON’s wide
selection of modular casework allows you to have a pharmacy system that fits your individual needs. In the
hospital pharmacy ante room pictured above, epoxy floor coating has been installed over the face of the
powder-coated steel bases making it easy to clean the floor and reduce crevices. Gravity feed drawers and
adjustable shelves line both walls to put hundreds of medications and other materials at your fingertips. A
two-way stainless steel storage unit is built into the wall. IV solutions and other supplies may be unpacked
by technicians and loaded into this cabinet without entering the clean room and compromising the air with
cardboard or microbial particles.

Big Picture

HAMILTON engineer and design consultants are experts in providing innovative solutions that meet federal
regulations for pharmacy spaces. We offer base cabinets with retractable shelves to house printers and
windows enclosed in casework to facilitate communication between departments. We offer mobile work
islands that look built-in but have hidden wheels that may be moved to accommodate different work patterns
or transport materials from one area to another.

Detail-Minded
We often speak to Pharmacy Directors after
project completion. They tell us that it is
HAMILTON’s attention to details
that makes their lives easier day in and
day out.
• Integrated toe kicks allow pharmacists to
stand close to the counter when at work.
• Easily adjusted shelves go from flat to
horizontal with a touch of the hand.
• Soft-close drawers reduce noise pollution.
• Black phenolic resin work surfaces
provide the ultimate in chemical resistance
and durability while making it easy to
locate stray white pills.
HAMILTON attends to the big picture as
well as the details to deliver the perfect fit,
every time.

HAMILTON Solutions at Work
At Capital Health Medical Center Hopewell,
two walls of storage shield the order entry area
from the noise and heat of nearby carousels and
refrigerators. Staff pharmacists work at their desk
computers and make phone calls in comfort while
retaining easy access to medications.

Hamilton Casework Solutions offer
GREENGUARD Gold certified products to
provide safe, quality, environmentally friendly
workspaces. FSC® (FSC-C110583) and OSHPD
certified components are also available as
specified by a designer.
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